Enterprise
OV-101

-Original Markings-

Note name and hinges on doors

Note crew hatch pattern

Note loft tail pattern

Note right tail pattern

Note right side markings

Note “Caution” label

Note markings on top of crew cabin

Unmanned Captive Flights

Flight 1  2/18/77
Flight 2  2/22/77
Flight 3  2/25/77
Flight 4  2/28/77
Flight 5  3/2/77

Manned Captive Flights

Flight 1  6/18/77  H-F
Flight 2  6/28/77  E-T
Flight 3  7/26/77  H-F

Manned Free Flights
Approach and Landing Tests

ALT 1  7/12/77  Tail cone on  H-F
ALT 2  9/13/77  Tail cone on  E-T
ALT 3  9/23/77  Tail cone on  H-F
ALT 4  10/12/77  Tail cone off  E-T
ALT 5  10/26/77  Tail cone off  H-F

H-F: Haise - Fullerton
E-T: Engle - Truly

Note spacing of letters